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Systematic Attention to
Machinery Management Urged!

“The importance of systematic maintenance and proper fault management of machinery
in workplaces has been highlighted today at the sentencing of the Lyttelton Port Company
(LPC).” “...companies using any machinery in their work must ensure the machinery is
maintained according to manufacturers’ instructions and must have an effective system
in place to identify faults.” Chief Inspector Keith Stewart – 5 August 2016.
His comments follow an investigation and prosecution of LPC
after the Rail and Maritime Union raised concerns with the
company, and later WorkSafe NZ, about the use of a cherry
picker (a mobile elevated work platform) at the port. Issues
about the use of the cherry picker were raised with the
company the day after a fatality occurred on a scissor lift
(another form of mobile elevated work platform) at the port.
Two weeks later, a mechanical fault with the cherry picker
was discovered and it was not removed from service.

No Injuries Needed For A Prosecution!
“WorkSafe investigated the complaint and found that while there had been no injury to
workers, there were multiple failings in the company’s management of the cherry picker that
could easily have led to a worker being injured,” Mr Stewart said. LPC was fined $75,000.
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LPC – WorkSafe NZ Investigation!
“The WorkSafe NZ investigation found
the practicable steps available included:”
 Daily pre-start up checks…
 An effective system for identifying
…machinery faults …and addressing such faults
in a timely manner.
 Taking faulty machinery out-of-service until
…assessed by a qualified person; repaired or
replaced if necessary; and made safe for use…
 Maintaining machinery in accordance with its
operating manuals.

Taking Reasonably Practicable Steps – in Forestry!
According to the ACoP (6.2.1), “…machinery shall be operated to the manufacturer’s
specifications”, and (6.5.2) that “alterations to safety-critical structural, mechanical and
electrical components of mobile plant outside the manufacturer’s specifications shall either
be approved by the manufacturer (or their agent) or a Chartered Professional Engineer.”
NB: The terms: ‘Safety Critical’, ‘Operating Manual’ (OM) & ‘Manufacturer’s Specifications’!

What can you (as a Contractor – PCBU or Worker) do?
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Ensure you have the appropriate/matching OM¹ for each machine at the work-site.
Check what the OM states about maintenance schedules and safety devices.
Ask the supplier/hire company/owner to demonstrate how the safety devices work.
Maintain a list and regularly check the operation of safety devices for each machine.
Immediately correct machinery faults or take the machine out-of-service.
Train operators in maintenance routines² and on how to check all the safety devices.
Do not permit faulty machines to work at your worksite – remove them from service.

¹ Look after OM’s that come with new machines and pass them on if/when the machine is sold. Request an OM from the manufacturer (or its agent).

² Have a specific list of safety feature for each machine at your work-site – even if you have two or more machines that are the same make and model.
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An Unexpected Release of Energy!
What happens when a tree or branch, under tension, suddenly
breaks, rolls or springs back toward you?
FIPS 7825 – Serious Harm: A number of wind-thrown trees, felled up-hill, required
head pulling. As the rigging settled on these trees its combined weight rested on one
larger branch (see picture top of page 4). As the breaker-out moved in to ‘chain-up’ this
larger branch suddenly snapped away from the stem in a whipping-action. The branch
struck the breaker-out fracturing his cheek and eye socket!

Always look out for stored energy!
Every day, forestry workers face situations and circumstances that contain a lot of stored
energy. Sometimes that energy is obvious and at other times, it is not. Indeed,
something else in the environment could obscure the stored energy e.g. a clump of scrub
or a mound of soil. Here are some factors to keep in mind:
 Many incidents happen during ‘upset conditions’ – something is different, or things
have changed. In FIPS 7825 (above), the trees had been felled up-hill (necessarily so).
 Wind thrown trees will invariably contain stored energy – uneven forces!
 Never put yourself into a hazardous area – particularly under a raised object.
 Properly identify if a stem or branch is under tension or compression.
 Watch out for hydraulics – one small glitch (or slip) can unleash the full effects.
 Never use your hands or fingers to search for hydraulic or air leaks.
 Apply the safety locks/devices/brakes if these are available. Chock the wheels.
 Seek a second opinion – two heads are better than one in tricky situations!
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Complacency and Underestimation!
Smaller, day-to-day things
that will hurt and harm!
A few years ago an emergency
paramedic, stunned by what he
observed as ‘risks’ in our workplace,
could not get over the way workers
appeared to underestimate the
hazards they were dealing with day to
day! Yes, dealing with hazards every
day, complacency and
underestimation can creep in!
Dealing with large trees, heavy and powerful machines etc. we could become complacent
and not pay full attention to some of the less obvious hazards in our work environment.
Whether it is a pinecone falling from 30 meters or a branch under tension – never
underestimate the so-called ‘smaller’ hazards that could cause serious harm!

FIPS 7989 – Medical Treatment Injury: While waiting for the electronic choker to release
automatically, a poleman moved in closer to release it manually. The choker suddenly
released, bounced up from the log, and hit the poleman in the mouth.
FIPS 7932 – Minor Injury: While thinning to waste and cutting through the undergrowth a
small sapling, under tension, flicked up striking the worker in the face, cutting his lip.
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Authorised Visitors – Service Providers
FIPS 7957 31/05/16 – Medical Treatment Injury
(four stiches): A fuel delivery person was struck
on the left of her head when the lid of the fuel
cap guard fell. She was not wearing a hard hat.
While the investigation identified most safety
processes were followed, it did point to a lack of
monitoring and some unsafe acts! For example,
the lid (made of steel plate) had not been properly secured from falling. Also, the driver
(Service provider) was not wearing a hard hat – mistakenly, she didn’t think she had to!
The diesel tank, stationed away from the active work area, was not immediately visible to
the working harvesting crew. In terms of duties, inductions had been completed and the
Service Provider did have a forest
entry permit. Both of the
inductions discussed PPE and
when this should put it on,
however, the driver was
confused about ‘safe areas’ and
nobody was around to ask.
This incident has prompted the
Zero Tolerance Committee (ZTC)
to look closely at the ‘overlapping
duties’ that exist between the
Forest Manager, the Contractor
and Authorised Visitors and
Service Providers (AVSP).
Here are the questions the ZTC are working with: Had all of the duties been taken care of
and every reasonably practicable step taken? The HSWA section 37 states – “A PCBU who
manages or controls a workplace must ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable, that the
workplace, the means of entering and exiting the workplace, and anything arising from the
workplace are without risks to the health and safety of any person.”
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How Much Control or Influence?
WorkSafe NZ, in its position statement¹ says “the steps” that duty holders “must take
…depends on how much influence and control they have over what has created the
risk.” The ACoP calls a duty holder, in a position of control, ‘the person in charge’.
In its other communications WorkSafe NZ has stated that while “all people … should
look out for their own health and safety” it “will focus …attention on those people
(PCBU’s) who have most control or influence in the particular circumstances…”

PCBU’s must consult
and cooperate with
each other; coordinate
their activities!
PF Olsen considers that the PCBU in
charge of the work-site, doing the
main/most of the work is the PCBU
with “the most control or influence
in the particular circumstances.”
They are the ‘Prime PCBU’. Examples of interactions between a ‘Prime and Minor
PCBU’ and what each should expect and/or provide each other will be published soon.

Expectations and Advance Preparations…
A Service Provider (potentially a Minor PCBU) would expect to receive an induction
from the Prime PCBU, ‘the person in charge’, and would anticipate further direction in
line with the ACoP s. 2.7 – Visitors. While Service Providers do not perform the ‘main’
work and likely spend less time at a work-site they still have responsibilities. Among
these is the provision of information, including having – (1) the forest owner’s permit,
(2) written procedures, (3) training records, (4) hazard risk assessments, (5) a site
isolation procedure, (6) a communication procedure, and (7) an emergency procedure –
especially if they will be working alone. It would make good sense to provide most of
this information well in advance of any work at the site.
¹ Click on the blue hyperlink ‘position statement’.
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Are our

Roads
SAFE!
Anyone making a road has a clear duty to provide infrastructure that is fit for purpose.
Standard Engineering Specifications (SES) would provide a base line for establishing ‘fit for
purpose’. In the event that there is a serious road accident, for example, the first test
would be – did we meet our standard specifications?
Standard Engineering Specifications serve a useful purpose providing a specification for
managing, monitoring and assuring the quality of the engineering works. They also define
what harvesting and transport contractors should expect to receive in terms of the
working infrastructure. It is important that each group confirm that the engineering
construction meets the requirements of road users and those would agree on any
variations. Finally, the infrastructure built to the agreed standard would always be used in
the manner intended, in accord with the design e.g. a transport company would only use
the trucking configuration planned for that road.

Are Our People SAFE!
Following construction, PCBU’s (including end
users) would check and confirm that the road
meets the agreed specification. Thereafter, they
would ‘sign-off’ on the road before using it.
Subsequently, if the road would fail (for example
due to adverse weather) then the PCBU’s would
‘close the road’ until repairs/maintenance had
fixed the issues to everyone’s satisfaction.
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Tree Felling and Observation!
The ACoP – Forest Operations – (s.11.7.4, page 72) states that “…if a one-onto-two tree
drive is unsuccessful, falling (tree felling) shall cease until an observer is present to help
plan management of that hazard.” Here the ACoP identifies that some aspects of tree
felling are a very high risk and that in such cases having two sets of eyes is a good thing!
Notwithstanding, there are other benefits in having two people involved – one felling,
one observing the felling – particularly when the actual task of the felling is shared.
Sharing the felling enables the (1) transfer and upkeep of skills, (2) allows practice to be
monitored and (3) ensures that mental and physical fatigue can be properly managed!

Observation – the more, the better!
The images shown above depict situations that most believe belong in the dark ages!
However, from time to time the practices of some are questionable leading to
incidents. This has been unfortunately true with and without observers present!
The Safe Op – Safe and Productive Manual Felling, published by PF Olsen Ltd, reaffirms
the rules and principles taught in the tree felling (17766) and felling observer (24580)
NZQA unit standards. Following these, ‘good practice guidelines’ is an imperative –
because not doing so could mean your life!
The only thing worse than one person doing the job poorly is to have two people doing
the job poorly! If you are appointed to a job – then you must do your job! Properly!
Additionally, if you are in a position of oversight – as a Contractor or Foreman – take a
moment to think about the principle of ‘working on your business not in your business’!
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